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photographer from 
Lincolnton, NC.

Paul Shipley  
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paul.d.shipley@ 
gmail.com 

On the cover
Another of Elizabeth’s stately 
old trees was taken down in early 
January. This one was behind 
businesses at the intersection of  
East 7th Street and Clement Avenue. 
Photo by John McBride

Other recent losses to the neighbor-
hood tree canopy include a tree 
between two houses on Greenway 
Avenue near Caswell (below).  
Photo by Donna Bise. 

The ECA recently approved moving 
ahead with a cooperative street tree 
planting program with the city of 
Charlotte. This year the ECA will 
plant five trees and the city will 
match the effort with an additional 
five. There is still time to sponsor 
a tree. The cost is $500. Or if you 
would like to contribute to the ECA 
tree fund, reach out to any ECA 
board member. Any amount of 
money is helpful. Since 2009 the 
ECA has invested around $20,000 
in tree replanting throughout the 
neighborhood. 
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Home Tour ?
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Salim Kafiti
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skafiti@gmail.com
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Kathy Kennedy-Miller
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704 614 1314
Clement Avenue
kathykennedymiller77@gmail.com

Evan Kettler
Traffic Chair
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evan.kettler@gmail.com

John F. McBride
Newsletter
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East Eighth Street
john.f.mcb@gmail.com

Claire M. Short
Children’s Social
813 326 3223
Greenway Avenue
claire.m.short@gmail.com

Robert Zabel
Elizabeth 8K  
Road Race Chair
917 873 8028
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com

The ECA board meets at 6:30 p.m. 
on the first Thursday of every month at 
Studio K Gallery, 2024 E. 7th Street: 
all are welcome.

Susan Green 
(East 5th Street) 
is the copyeditor for 
the ECA newsletter.

The ECA Newsletter
The ECA newsletter is published 
quarterly (March, June, September 
and December) and delivered 
to homes and businesses in 
the Elizabeth neighborhood of 
Charlotte. The production team: 

John McBride  
editor

Advertising Czar  
position vacant

Susan Green  
editorial assistant and proofreader

Little Shiva designer

Sir Speedy printer

A. Carter Arey  
and Raj Natarajan  
distribution czars

Story or photo idea? Want to  
buy an ad? Email newsletter@ 
elizabethcommunity.com.

Jim Dimitrof  
Pecan Avenue  
jimdimitroff@ 
gmail.com

Anne McBride  
(East 8th Street) 
was born in Elizabeth 
and is currently home 
from college.

Nancy O. Albert 
Oakland Avenue 
noalbert@ 
carolina.rr.com

John Short 
East Fifth Street 
jwesleyshort@ 
gmail.com

On the back cover
With dogwoods blooming, runners 
in last year’s Elizabeth 8K Road 
Race pass the iconic water tower on 
Pecan Ave. Photo by Jim Dimitrof

One of the missions of the race 
has always been to help preserve, 
protect and replenish the tree 
canopy in Elizabeth. Twenty 
percent of the proceeds from the 
race benefit tree replenishment in 
Charlotte and Elizabeth through a 
partnership with TreesCharlotte.

Tommy Franklin 
Pecan Avenue 
tfranklin@ 
harristeeter.com

Sal Kafiti 
East Fifth Street 
skafiti@gmail.com

Kay Minor 
East Eighth Street 
gardenbelle@ 
icloud.com

Cooper Lambla 
Clement Avenue  
coop.lambla@ 
gmail.com

The need for tree replenishment 
has never been greater. Two more 
large trees were removed recently, 
one on Hawthorne Lane in front of 
Hawthorne Lane United Methodist 
Church (above) and one in front 
of 2001 Cleaners (below) on East 
7th St. Photos by John McBride

Byron Baldwin 
Lamar Avenue 
bbaldwin2@ 
carolina.rr.com

Donna Bise 
East Fifth Street  
donnabise@gmail.com

Chelsea Bren 
Chelsea Bren Designs 
chelseabrendesigns@
gmail.com

Greg Ring 
East Fifth Street  
gregwring@gmail.com
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From the president: 
Upcoming neighborhood 
events and how you can 
get involed
by Paul Shipley

Wow, did 2018 go by quickly 
or what? And we have now 
already blown through January 
and February. Which means 
spring has just about sprung  
and Elizabeth will start to get 
busy. Here are a few things to 
keep an eye on:

Independence Park/ 
Memorial Stadium  
renovation planning 

By the time you read this, 
Elizabeth will already have had 
an initial planning kick-off 
meeting in early February - look 
for Sal Kafiti’s article elsewhere 
in this issue. Another meeting is 
planned for later in the spring. 
The goal for these meetings is to 
provide neighborhood feedback 
and new ideas to the design 
team and the county about what 
we want in our park. Your input 
is critical to the success of this 
project, as the changes made 
now will have a lasting impact 
on the park, and Elizabeth, for 
many years. We want you to 
participate.

Elizabeth 8K Road Race 
The 33rd annual 8K will 

take place Mar. 23. Enough 
said about this iconic Charlotte 
running event. Make sure to sign 
up for the race or to volunteer. 
You can do both via our website. 
And don’t forget to support the 

to offer a pair of shout-outs, one 
to Simonini Homes and one to 
Veteran’s Bridge Home. 

Simonini Homes graciously 
invited us to their model home 
for a fantastic holiday party this 
past December. We are very 
appreciative of their generosity 
and their desire to be a good 
neighbor and a part of the fabric 
of the Elizabeth community. 
Thank you.

Also, our long-time non-profit 
neighbor Veteran’s Bridge Home 
has generously made their board 
room available to the ECA for 
our monthly board meetings. We 
are grateful for your generosity 
and are happy to have you as a 
neighbor. Thank you. 

As the weeks of 2019 prog-
ress, think about who you’d 
like to see on the 2019-2020 
Elizabeth Community Associa-
tion board of directors. We have 
been lucky over the past few 
years to have identified several 
new families and individuals 
who have chosen to get involved 
with their neighborhood and 
community. You have already 
met several of them at our last 
annual meeting, and you have 
seen some of the terrific work 
they are capable of, including a 
new, well-organized web site and 
communication tools, and some 
of the best community events in 
Charlotte. We need more folks 
just like them.  

This request is really impor-
tant. We need your help. Please 
reach out to me directly via 

email. Have a great spring, and 
I’ll look forward to seeing you 
around the ‘hood.

Interactive Independence 
Park renovation kick-off 
event inspires residents 
to share ideas 
by Sal Kafiti

A crowd gathered at the 
Grady Cole Center on Feb. 
7 to learn about and provide 
input into the county’s plans to 
renovate Independence Park 
and American Legion Memorial 
Stadium. For many, the format 
for the project kick-off event 
was a nice surprise and a good 
demonstration of how powerful 
(and fun) crowdsourcing can be.

The first of two planned 
meetings held by Mecklenburg 
Park and Recreation 
department for folks to give 
input was experiential and 
interactive. Residents voted 
for their favorite design theme 
concepts and “best use cases” 
by placing gum balls in jars 
corresponding to each concept.  

On a large table-top map 
of the park, they placed flags 
labeled “What to Remove” or 
“Where to Invest” Most people 
wrote specific ideas and details in 
the space provided on each flag.
The result was a 3-D heat map 
showing what the community 
cares about most, reflecting the 
community’s relative preferences 
and opinions for the planners 
to study as they enter their next 
phase of design.  

More than 80 neighbors 
attended the meeting and left 
their fingerprints all over the 
project’s design plans.

A history of the stadium and 
the park, including John Nolan’s 
original design drawings, was 
depicted on display boards and 
explained in a short slideshow 
demonstration. Did you know 
that Independence Park was 
Charlotte’s first public park and 
home to the city’s first public 
playground and first major 
sports venue?

Over the years, the park has 
been affected by incremental 
change and encroachments 
from abutting properties. The 
park renovation project will 
be as much about removing 
certain elements as it is about 
making additions. Interaction 
continued at education 
stations for each design 
theme. Information was 
organized around six design 
themes guiding the project: 
Activities, Stadium, Character, 
Community, Access and Nature. 
Poster boards summarized 
the work that has been done 
so far to take inventory and 
analyze today’s strengths and 
challenges for each design 
theme. Presenters explained 
this work and outlined 
“principles and opportunities” 
that will drive next steps.

The county’s $6 million park 
renovation project is being 
led by the consulting firm 
Agency Landscape + Planning 

of Cambridge, MA. While the 
stadium renovation has a 
separate budget, there is a clear 
intention for the two projects 
to result in a visually cohesive, 
continuous and accessible urban 
park space.

Gina Ford, lead designer for 
the firm, said it will take a few 
months to review all the ideas 
and preferences provided by the 
community at the meeting and 
turn them into tangible options 
and action plans. The results will 
be shared with the community at 
a second meeting later this year. 
The project completion date is 
late 2020.
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race sponsors. Look for their ads 
in this issue. 

Elizabeth  
Easter Egg Hunt

This annual event needs a 
new volunteer to take over the 
planning. We have all the infor-
mation you will need for another 
successful hunt. This is a time-
sensitive project, and we need 
to move fast to put this event on. 
Please reach out to me directly 
via email (paul.d.shipley@gmail.
com) if you have an interest.

Progressive Dinner
Another annual favorite, 

this event is usually held in 
early May and is currently in the 
preliminary planning stages. Be 
on the lookout for more details 
soon. We will need your help as 
a host family and as a volunteer. 
Please reach out to me directly 
via email.

Elizabeth  
Home and Garden Tour

Remember how great it was to 
have another this classic event 
return to our neighborhood last 
fall?   If you want one in 2019, 
then we need to start planning 
now, and it’s going to take a 
committee to put on the event. 
Please reach out to me directly 
via email.

Much has gone on in Eliza-
beth since the past newsletter, 
and I am sure this issue will be 
chock full on recaps and ad-
ditional information on all of 
those events. In addition, I’d like 

Folks were invited to plant flags 
indicating areas of concern on a map 
of Independence Park. 
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From the zoning chair: 
Updates on hot topics
by Sal Kafiti

Updates from the ECA zoning 
and real estate beat: 

Martha Washington 
Pulte continues to develop 

the former Martha Washington 
site. But with the ECA deed 
restrictions lawsuit hanging 
over the property, the builder 
has been willing to discuss some 
changes. Those talks are expect-
ed to continue over the comings 
weeks. Chicago Title, Pulte’s 
title insurer who did the title 
work and failed to find the deed 
restrictions, also is involved in 
the lawsuit and the discussions. 
The ECA filed suit in July seeking 
enforcement of deed restrictions 
affecting the property.  

Kings College
The Kings College campus sale 

closed Jan. 30. Property records 
disclose the buyer as the Zalecki 
Family Limited Partnership, 
owner of the adjacent rental 
units located at 1823 E. 5th St. 
The ECA has reached out to the 
buyer in hopes of engaging them 
early in the development process.

7th and Caswell
Faison, the developer of 7th 

and Caswell, continues to look 
for external partners or buyers 
to improve the property.  Fai-
son has made a commendable 
effort to include the ECA and 
other community stakeholders 
in feasibility discussions with 

potential purchasers of the site. 
The ECA has stressed the impor-
tance of gaining input from the 
community at large, and doing 
so early in the process. Be on the 
lookout for a public announce-
ment seeking your input if any of 
these initiatives mature.  

Meet ECA board volunteer 
Evan Kettler

Editor’s note: Evan Kettler 
recently became traffic chair for the 
ECA. We asked him to tell us a little 
about himself.  

Q: What do you do for a living?

A: I might have the best gig 
around but it can be a little hard 
to explain. I am on retainer to a 
small group of entrepreneurial 
CEOs and company owners who 
use me as an adviser, mentor, 
sometimes board member and 
strategist. They are all successful 
and are interested in becoming 
higher-performing leaders with 
high-performing organizations. 
I work as needed with them 

and sometimes with their next 
generation of leadership to 
address their greatest challenges 
and help them to operate with 
clarity.

Q: What do you do in your  
spare time?

A: Yikes – everything and 
nothing. I read, watch, walk, 
run, ride, drive, cook, eat, travel 
and listen. I love dogs and cars 
– mainly German cars – and 
museums of all types. Mostly,  
I live in the moment. 

Q: What is your origin story?

A: I grew up in New Jersey and 
left at the first opportunity.  
I graduated from the University 
of Pennsylvania – with the most 
liberal of liberal arts educations 
– and started living and working 
in Manhattan. Over the years, 
I have lived in or around New 
York, Philadelphia, Boston, 
Washington DC, Los Angeles 
and Charlotte. I’ve had multiple 
careers and multiple businesses. 
At my core, I’m an entrepreneur 
and an iconoclast. 

Q: Tell us about your family.

A: I have two smart, independent 
and successful sons. They 
are both software engineers, 
albeit with different specialties 
and experiences; Cole lives 
in Philadelphia, Rafe in San 
Francisco. I am divorced and 
remain on good terms with their 
mother, Karen, who also lives in 
Charlotte. My mom and my sister 
both live in Southern California, 
in Orange County.

Q: How long have you lived  
in Elizabeth?

A: About 3 years. I’ve previously 
lived in Myers Park, Eastover, 
South Park and Plaza Midwood.

Q: Why Elizabeth?

A: Like the Three Little Bears 
story, Elizabeth is just right. 
Urban but not too dense, upscale 
but not too stuffy, central but 
easy in and easy out, residential 
but also commercial, quiet but 
sometimes exuberant. And I 
almost never have to get on the 
interstate to go somewhere – it’s 
an option but not a requirement. 
Some weekends my car never 
leaves the garage – I can walk to 
almost all of the places I need to 
visit when not working.

Q: How did you come to volunteer 
for the ECA?

A: Love the neighborhood, want 
to see the community thrive, de-
cided I might be able to help. And 
I have an interest in high quality 
urban spaces and  architecture.

Q: What do you think are the 
three most important issues facing 
Elizabeth today?

A: I think there is one overrid-
ing issue: Balancing inevitable 
growth with quality of life. More 
people will want to live here and 
more people will need to pass 
through here. How do we ac-
commodate them without losing 
our sense of place and scale?

Q: Favorite Elizabeth moment?

A: I love voting here. The first 
time, seeing coffee and donuts 

– really? And when I answered 
the party affiliation question 
with “unaffiliated,” I knew I was 
home – the poll worker lit up and 
shared that “most of our voters 
are unaffiliated!” This eclectic 
collection of neighborhoods and 
people is home to me.

Q: One thing you wish everyone  
knew about you.

A: I almost always say exactly 
what I mean unless it is needless-
ly hurtful – nothing coy about 
me. And I have zero tolerance for 
bullies and ignorance.

Meet ECA board volunteer 
Max Gilland

Editor’s note: Max Gilland 
recently became social chair for the 
ECA. We asked him to tell us a little 
about himself.  

Q: What do you do for a living?

A: Real estate broker  
with Keller Williams.

Q: What do you do in your  
spare time?

A: Aside from hanging out with 
my fiancée Lauren and our 
dog Rosy – all things outdoors! 
Rock climbing and competitive 
shooting are my sports of choice. 
Just love to load the Jeep up, grab 
the kayaks and get outside! 

Q: Tell us about your family.

A: I am a native Charlottean, my 
mother, father and sister all live 
in town. Fun fact Lauren and I 
did not know until we bought our 
home: My grandmother was born 
at 2414 E. 5th St. and my great 
uncle grew up on Vail Avenue.

Q: How long have you lived  
in Elizabeth?

A: We moved in March 
of last year.

Q: From where did you move?

A: NoDa.

Q: Why Elizabeth?

A: Why not Elizabeth!? Hahaha. 
This area of town has always been 
a favorite for us. I guess some 
things are meant to be – day two 
of our home search the perfect 
house popped up and we jumped 
at the chance.

Q: How did you come to volunteer 
for the ECA?

A:  Volunteer? More like 
recruited! In all seriousness after 
moving in, [ECA communications 
chair] West Bryant, who is one 
of our wonderful neighbors, 
greeted us with some fresh eggs 
to welcome us to the ‘hood. We 
got to talking and social chair 
just seemed like a good fit.

Evan Kettler

Max Gilland
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Q: What do you think are the 
three most important issues facing 
Elizabeth today?

A: Preservation of Elizabeth’s 
historic beauty in the midst of 
an ever-growing Charlotte.  Not 
really an issue, but we need a 
community vegetable garden. 
Then we could have an ECA 
stand at the Kings Street farmers 
market! Maybe it’s a pipe dream, 
but it could be a great tool to 
fund-raise for the ECA and get 
kids and adults outside and grow 
some yummy veggies. On that 
note look for the summer garden 
at 2520 E. 5th! Feel free to stop 
by and get some tomatoes!

Q: Favorite Elizabeth moment?

A: I would say the Christmas 
party. Only party we have been to 
so far but it was great to meet and 
socialize with all the neighbors. 
I would say Lauren’s favorite was 
volunteering for the Home Tour.

Q: One thing you wish everyone  
knew about you.

A: Nothing comes to mind, but 
hey I’m an open book and would 
love to meet and learn more 
about the neighbors that make 
up our amazing neighborhood!

Private club  
The Crunkleton brings 
open hearth and  
fancy ice to Elizabeth
by John Short

The Crunkleton is now open 
in its new location at 1957 E. 
7th Street. Owner Gary Crunkle-
ton’s flagship bar originally 

Crunkleton Charlotte offers a 
full dinner menu, featuring an 
eight-foot-long hearth with an 
open flame where dishes such 
as fire roasted chicken, the 
Crunkleton burger and tobacco 
leaf tamales are prepared. 

The Crunkleton also features 
some of the most interesting ice 
in Charlotte. The restaurant is 
home to one of three machines 
in the world that create com-
pletely pure blocks of ice (the 
others reside in Vancouver and 
New York City). 

Using a circulation method 
that eliminates impurities 
and air bubbles, the ice maker 
leaves behind nothing but pure 
frozen water to complement the 
cocktail.

Don’t let the fancy ice fool 
you however, The Crunkleton 
seeks to create a neighborhood 
bar atmosphere for cocktail 
aficionados and light beer 
drinkers alike. As anyone who 
has stopped by since December 
can likely attest, the Crunkleton 
has caught the attention of more 
than a few Charlotteans so far.

Memberships to the Crunkle-
ton are $10 and can be pur-
chased online.

Burger bliss:  
Elizabeth home to  
some natty patties

The Elizabeth neighborhood 
is home to three of the top 
five hamburgers in Charlotte 
according to Charlotte Agenda 

website. The local online media 
site recently ranked its top 20 
burger spots and The Stanley — 
the hot new restaurant from chef 
Paul Verica on East 7th Street — 
took top honors.

The restaurant describes its 
burger as “house ground NY 
strip, beef tenderloin mixed with 
foie gras and white truffle then 
topped with aged cheddar, pick-
led onions, hot house tomatoes 
and baby greens.” The burger is 
only available Friday and Satur-
day evenings after 9 p.m. at the 
bar and during Sunday brunch 
according to Verica. 

Second on the Agenda’s list 
was Bang Bang Burger at Pecan 
Point in Elizabeth. Chef/owner 
Joseph Huang, who recently 
opened a second Bang Bang in 
SouthEnd, makes his hamburger 
patties from whole muscle black 
angus chuck and short rib cuts of 
beef produced by LaFrieda meat 
purveyors. The menu features 
several different burgers with 
various toppings. 

Rounding out the top five 
was The Crunkleton, the classy 
new private cocktail place two 
doors down from The Stanley. 
The menu lists it simply: “Cheese, 
lettuce, pickles, sauce.”

If these three Elizabeth 
restaurants can’t satiate your 
hamburger habit, look no 
farther than Plaza Midwood. Our 
neighbor boasted three in the 
top 20 as well: Moo & Brew at No. 
9, Midwood Smokehouse at No. 
13 and the Diamond at No. 20.

Hawthorne bridge work 
delayed by girder problem
by Juliann Sheldon

Work on the Hawthorn Lane 
Bridge was halted recently 
after a problem with girders 
was discovered. During work 
to set girders for the bridge 
over eastbound Independence, 
as part of the CityLYNX Gold 
Line Phase 2 streetcar project, 
a problem was identified with 
the girder’s alignment. A visual 
inspection was enough for city 
staff to immediately instruct the 
contractor to halt all work on 
the bridge.

After a more thorough 
inspection, staff concluded that 
the vertical alignment of the 
girders is not in tolerance with 
the project specifications. This 
means that the girders are not 

fitting properly on the bridge 
supports. In short, the girders 
that were delivered are flatter 
than the designed bridge profile.

The Hawthorne Lane Bridge 
project will extend the life of the 
bridge by more than thirty years 
and will be able support the rail 
infrastructure necessary for the 
streetcar. The bridge has been 
closed for reconstruction since 
July 2017.  

The city is working closely 
with the contractor to develop 
a solution to the girder issue. 
Because there is a high level of 
engineering and design involved 
with any solution on the girders, 
the city and contractor will not 
be able to set a schedule for 
the resolution until a solution 
is agreed upon. At this time, no 
specific time impacts have been 
identified. It is ultimately the 

opened on Franklin Street in 
Chapel Hill in 2008, and since 
then has become a local favorite, 
even garnering national recogni-
tion from magazines like South-
ern Living and Garden & Gun. 

Lake Norman native 
Crunkleton and his partners 
searched potential locations 
in Charlotte for years before 
settling on a space on 7th after 
comic book store Heroes Aren’t 
Hard to Find moved around the 
corner to Pecan.

The new location isn’t just 
a clone of the Chapel Hill 
location. Most notably, The 
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ours would have been fantastic. 
If only we lived in Ballantyne 
and had dining rooms to host 30 
people! Puushaaaaawww!!

We carried on our separate, 
merry ways and “had a Thanks-
giving dinner that couldn’t be 
beat, went to sleep, and didn’t 
wake up until we got a phone 
call from Officer Obie. He said, 
kid…”  No, thankfully there was 
no phone call from Officer Obie. 
Nor were there “27 eight by ten 

colored glossy photographs with 
circles and arrows and a para-
graph on the back of each one 
explainin’ what each one was, to 
be used as evidence against us.” 

But whilst enjoying a parti-
cular champagne de cerveza  
together after that fateful eve-
ning we talked of this Thanksgiv-
ing conundrum. Why is it that 
the best holiday brings together 
friends and family in such joyous 
ways, and creates such love, 
and such good memories, yet 
separates those households 
and bundles of joy by walls? 
What if there was a way to bring 
together all those friends, family 
and neighbors that all returned 
home and congregated for this 
special holiday?

Fast forward a year to “A 
Thanksgiving Dinner That Can’t 
Be Beat.” On Nov. 22, 2018, 
in honor of Alice, Arlo and 
the greatest neighborhood in 
world, roughly 140 of the best 
individuals you can shake a 
stick at gathered in the center 
of Clement Avenue to sing a 
verse of Arlo’s historic tune and 
share A Thanksgiving Dinner 
That Can’t Be Beat. 

We’d like to give thanks for 
everyone who came out for the 
event. It wouldn’t have hap-
pened without each and every 
one of you. Special thanks are 
due to Jim McGuire/Studio 
1212, UNCC, the U.S. National 
Whitewater Center, Resident 
Culture, Olde Mecklenburg 
Brewery, Nancy Duncan and 

Tommy Franklin for lending 
tables, chairs, a paper-cutting 
scroll of a tablecloth, sterno 
dishes and space heaters. 

We’d like to thank everyone 
who sponsored a table with 
settings, those who helped set-
up and tear down and all the 
others who helped out in any 
way they could. 

We shall leave you all in 
thanks. In the great words of Bill 
Shakespeare, taken from “Henry 
V” and slightly amended to fit the 
occasion:

S/he today  
who shares turducken with me 

shall be my sibling;  
Be they ne’er so vile, 

this day shall gentle their condition

And folks in ‘Lizabeth now abed 

shall think themselves accursed  
they were not there

And hold their homeowners 
association cards cheap,  
when any speaks 

that ate with us  
upon Thanksgiving Day!

Yard Yak: Watersheds, 
parakeets and resiliency: 
Lessons of 2018
by Kay Minor

A few things  
I learned in 2018

1. At the pinnacle of East 
8th Street, my property borders 
the ridge line between two 
watersheds, the Briar Creek 
and the Sugar Creek. Thank 

you to 8th Street neighbor 
June Lambla, our local “water 
warrior.”

2. A bright green, yellow and 
blue parakeet lives in the new 
wildlife sanctuary in Chantilly 
Park. It flies freely with other 
LGBs (little gray birds).

3. Our closest neighbors, 
“Wren Crest,” have renamed 
“Minor Manor” – now calling us 
“The Nut Hatchery.” In other 
words, Downton Abbey and The 
Cuckoo’s Nest, side by side.

4. My youngest sister is much 
braver and more resilient than 
me. Not in spite of her physical 
disabilities, but because of them.

5. Biology aside, any woman 
of a certain age and sensibility 
can be a bonafide real life action 
figure grandma. An open heart 
and mind are all that’s needed.

6. Our next generation 
of academic educators may 
need to be psychologists and 
therapists as well. The future of 
artificial intelligence will arrive 
with unprecedented challenges, 
including the ability to reinvent 
oneself many times over in 
a constantly transforming 
workplace. Commonly etched 
in stone, work identities are 
an “extinct” possibility, simply 
deleted on a resume. Emotional 
resilience will be crucial. An 
imperative worth pondering for 
sure.

7. If we all threw our troubles 
in a pile and saw everyone else’s, 
we would grab ours back.

As Massie and Peter walked 
out of the front door (con 
huevos) that evening, it felt 
strange for us to not invite 
them to stay for the meal. Of 
course it wasn’t strange, as it was 
Thanksgiving when people plan 
for ages to construct the perfect 
meal with the perfect company. 
But perhaps that was exactly it. 
They were the perfect company 
— including them, their entire 
family, and their Thanksgiving in 

responsibility of the contractor 
to deliver the Gold Line project 
according to the plans and terms 
of the contract.

While the bridge is a critical 
component to the overall Gold 
Line project, there is other work 
along the corridor that the 
contractor can allocate crews 
to, including storm water, water 
line, conduit and track, which 
will keep the project moving and 
minimize overall impacts to the 
project schedule. City staff will 
continue daily inspections. The 
overall streetcar project is still  
on target for a 2020 opening. 
The project management team 
will provide more information 
as a final resolution is developed 
with the contractor.

You can get anything you 
want at a Thanksgiving 
Dinner That Can’t Be Beat
by Cooper Lambla

“Now it all started two 
Thanksgivings ago, two years 
ago, on Thanksgiving, when my 
friend and I went up to visit Alice 
at the restaurant.” – Arlo Guth-
rie, Alice’s Restaurant (1967)

Well, I suppose we didn’t 
visit Alice, but it was two years 
ago on Thanksgiving that Peter 
and Massie Minor swung by our 
house just before we were about 
to sit down for dinner and asked 
if we had a couple of eggs. We 
did. And, as it goes in Elizabeth, 
we handed those eggs over, 
shared a toast and continued on 
our evening’s path. 

The tables are set on Clement for a neighborhood celebration.
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8. Because most nation 
states find the idea of “negative 
economic growth” a deal breaker 
for managing climate change, 
the compass of continued 
prosperity and commerce must 
begin to wiggle in the direction 
of sustainable, renewable 
energy resources. By choice or  
necessity, the vortex of change 
will occur. Squeezing us all. 
Creating the familiar struggle 
of growing pains, both physical 
and spiritual, unfolding and 
hopefully, revealing the fresh 
wings of wisdom. 

Eric Horsley, one of the founders of the Brixx 
Pizza chain, hands out samples of Tuscan 
white bean and sausage soup at the “Soup on 
Sunday” event held Jan. 27 at Philip L. Van 
Every Culinary Arts Center on the Central 
Piedmont Community College campus in 
Elizabeth. Brixx was one of more than 30 
restaurants that took part in the 19th annual 
event, which features soup samples and a 
pottery sale. Proceeds from the event go to 
Hospice and Palliative Care of Charlotte.  
Photo by Chelsea Bren

A driver failed to successfully navigate the intersection of Pecan/7th/
Caswell in mid-December. No one was injured. Photo by Greg Ring

Anyone can string lights on the front of their house, but it 
takes special dedication to light up an alleyway. This one, 
between Clement and Lamar, was christened McAlleyville after 
Christmas Town, McAdenville, NC. Photo By Byron Baldwin.

The annual ECA holiday party was held at Simonini Home’s 
model apartment at Draper Place City Homes, 2442 Vail Ave. 
The ECA provided a ham, beer, wine and cocktails at the event 
on Dec. 15th. Photo by Greg Ring.
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Volunteer or run, you’ll have fun!

●  The 33rd annual Elizabeth 8K Road Race  
is scheduled for Mar. 23 at 8 a.m.

●  The race starts at the Hawthorne Recreation 
Center and finishes near the Rose Garden in 
upper Independence Park. 

●  Events include a timed 8K, a timed ~1.5M and 
a ’Liz Kids Fun Run (short sprint for youngsters). 

●  Finish line festivities include  
The Big E beer from Legion Brewing and an 
awards ceremony featuring awards crafted  
by local potter Gary Rubin. 

●  As always, the 8K is a family-friendly event. 
Runners and walkers of all ages are welcome. 
Volunteers are also needed. 

●  To register or sign-up to volunteer,  
visit www.elizabeth8k.com. Also, follow us  
on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.
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Ads and stories for the Summer 
issue of this newsletter must be 

submitted by May 5.

Quarter page: 3.205” wide by 3.715” tall  
(641 x 743 pixels)  $80 per issue or 4 for $280 

Half horizontal: 6.53” wide by 3.715” tall  
(1306 x 743 pixels) $160 per issue or 4 for $560

Half vertical: 3.205” wide by 7.53” tall   
(641 x 1506 pixels) $160 per issue or 4 for $560

Full page: 6.53” wide by 7.53” tall (1306 x 1506 
pixels)  $320 per issue or 4 for $1120 

Prepare ad as a black and white jpg or pdf at 200 dpi. 
Our standard 4 point inner border will be applied to 
your ad, so please plan your layout accordingly.
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